
Long Range Property Plan 
Frequently Asked Questions 

 
 

Q: Why did the council develop a long range property plan? 
A:  The properties owned by Girl Scouts OSW, both for program and administration, are the 
most valuable assets owned by the council. In order to continue to be successful in our 
mission of providing leadership experiences for girls, we need to make sure we are properly 
managing those assets to provide those experiences and to be fiscally responsible. 
 
Q: Who developed the plan? 
A: The board of directors assigned the task to the Properties Committee, chaired by Mark 
Allen. The members of the committee are all long time Girl Scout volunteers and represent all 
areas of the council. 
 
Q: What were the criteria used to evaluate the properties? 
A: First and foremost, the properties must support the Girl Scout Leadership Experience by 
providing a place for high quality, safe and meaningful outdoor program opportunities. The 
property must also represent Girl Scouts OSW well in terms of aesthetics, be well used and 
be financially sustainable within the guidelines set forth in the plan. 
 
Q: What kind of information was gathered to put this plan together? 
A:  Properties were visited by members of the Properties Committee and by our GSUSA 
properties consultant. We held outdoor program workshops in Bend, Eugene, Medford, and 
Portland to get your opinions on what our outdoor program should be. We conducted a 
random sample survey of girl and adult members to find out what you want in an outdoor 
program property. We gathered usage and financial data from council records. Finally, a draft 
plan was presented for review and comment by members in spring, 2012. 
 
Q: Why does the plan recommend closing some of our properties? 
A: Prior to the development of the plan, GSOSW ranked 50th out of 112 councils nationwide 
for membership but sixth in terms of property ownership. Many of our program properties 
are not used very much, are in poor repair or are not suitable for providing the high quality 
outdoor program we want to offer to our girls. These factors were all used in determining the 
recommendations for specific properties. 
 
Q: Will my girl have opportunities for resident camp and outdoor program if there is no 
council-owned property in my area? 
A: Yes. A major component of the committee’s recommendations is a directive to the 
outdoor program department to make sure that girls in all areas of the council have access to 
high quality resident camp and outdoor program opportunities. They are already thinking 



about ways to offer program on non-council owned sites that can be rented on a short term 
basis. 
 
Q: What will happen to the money from selling properties? 
A: The plan recommends that any funds generated from the sale of properties be used to 
develop our remaining properties into outstanding sites for outdoor program. 
 
Q: Has the plan been approved? 
A: Yes. The board of directors voted to approve the plan on November 10, 2012. 
 
Q: What comes next? 
A: The next step will be implementing the recommendations in Phase I of the Long Range 
Property Plan. This includes adoption of property standards and guidelines as well as the 
disposition of some properties. Concurrently, work will begin on development plans for our 
remaining properties to take care of deferred maintenance and new development that will 
turn them into outstanding properties. 

 
 
 
 

 
 


